USS Seleya - Stardate 9907.04

Host Cheryl says:
Summary:  The USS Seleya, during its exploration of the Minzheni System, has encountered a small vessel, of unknown design, and containing a small coffinlike object.  They have just managed to open it, and have revealed what appears to be a humanoid female, in stasis....   A Class M planet has also been detected within the system.

Host Cheryl says:
Note:  The Minzheni system is rife with asteroids; prior to this, there has been no indication of sentient life in the area.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::glances around the room a little nervously, notices Urk looking very pale for a Bolian::

Cns_Moore says:
::in his office, staring at a picture of Angelique, who has decided to complete her pregnancy on Earth::

CO_Pang says:
::in Command chair on Seleya's bridge::

CMO_Viper says:
@::scans female in coffin::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@EO: Mr Urk are you feeling well?

SO_Intrim says:
:: at Science One ::

CSO_Masters says:
::enters the bridge and takes science two::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@<URK> CEO: no sir I'm not feeling well

OPS_Jean says:
COM : AT : Situation report

CO_Pang says:
SO: Intrim :  I could do with more information from that Class M planet ..... our primary mission is, after all, to identify mineral deposits

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: Shall I go to astrometrics to help update the Charts ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO: scan the EO, maybe he caught something?

CO_Pang says:
::nods at Masters:: CSO:  Good to see you Commander ....

CSO_Masters says:
SO: very well... ::takes over science one::

CMO_Viper says:
@::scans EO::  CEO: He seems fine just a little fright.

SO_Intrim says:
::Heads to TL ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Anything on the translation of the hieroglyphics yet Lt?

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Situation report

CSO_Masters says:
CO: Likewise captain

CO_Pang says:
FCO:  Mr. Mallory .... just keep us stable and away from the larger asteroids please

SO_Intrim says:
::enters TL :: TL : Astrometrics

OPS_Jean says:
CO : I have preliminary results. They are at your console

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, I can't reach the AT

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya, its looks like we have discovered a stasis chamber, with an inhabitant , EO Urk doesn't look very well, I would like to send him back to the ship?

CO_Pang says:
::accesses console:: OPS:  Not a lot there ....send them back to SF ... maybe they can help with translation

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO:  Wait, I just picked something up.  He seems to have a virus.

OPS_Jean says:
CO:  Please disregard my last remark

CO_Pang says:
COMM: *CEO*:  Mr. Jean will arrange transport ... stand by

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Mr. Urk is reporting ill, Should I transport it back to the ship

SO_Intrim says:
::exits TL on Deck 5 ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@dangerous

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Do it .... Dr. Grey will attend to him .... direct to sickbay please

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO : is it dangerous? Does he need containment?

CO_Pang says:
*MO Grey*  Prepare to receive Ensign Urk .... suggest bio-precautions ....

OPS_Jean says:
COM : URK : Please standby for transport :: Energising :: - :; Materialising in Sickbay ::

CO_Pang says:
<Grey> *CO*: Acknowledged

FCO_Mallory says:
OPS: please adjust the power to the IDF and SIF up to point -two-four to compensate for this gravity?

SO_Intrim says:
::enters Astrometrics and begins the long slow process of determining the orbits and other data about each of the bodies within the system and environs ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya : CMO Viper had confirmed that Urk has picked up a virus, forcefield recommended

CSO_Masters says:
::initiates several active scan sweeps over the vessel::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Compensating artificial gravity grid - Maintaining isoconstriction stable in the main manifold ::

CO_Pang says:
COM CEO: Richard ... Dr. Grey is aware ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::Watches as Urk disappears turns back to the stasis chamber:: CMO: any reading on this life form, is she coming out of stasis?

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* Is my presence required on the bridge Captain?

CO_Pang says:
*CNS*  Craig ... Yes I believe so ... apparently we have a humanoid in a stasis field ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: acknowledged Captain

OPS_Jean says:
:: Initiating long range scans ::

Cns_Moore says:
::misses his wife, a little out of it::

SO_Intrim says:
::as the orbital radius and mass is determined he enters the data in the tridimensional map of the area ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

CSO_Masters says:
CO: Sir, would you like me to concentrate our scans on the vessel or the planet?

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* On my way Kay Lee

CO_Pang says:
CSO:  I had asked Ensign Intrim to get information on the M-class planet ... both are required

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to decode the hieroglyph ::

Cns_Moore says:
:: shuts of the holo-projector and goes to TL::

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: Well,  I don't think she'll be coming out of stasis anytime soon.  We would most likely have to take her out ourselves.

CSO_Masters says:
CO: aye sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::nods at the CMO: CMO: medical precautions?

CO_Pang says:
CSO: Can you ascertain the age of the craft?  what materials it is made of? anything to give us more help?  Perhaps you should get Mr. Intrim to assist?

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives on bridge looking a little haggard:: CO: Where do you want me?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::moves to stand next to the stasis chamber, tries to identify the life form::

SO_Intrim says:
::completes determining the orbital characteristics of the planet and other relevant data and sends it to the CO's Chair and to Science One ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning the object - trying to find power generation sources ::

CSO_Masters says:
::scans for composition of hull and degradation signs::

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  Craig .... advice .... a humanoid in a stasis field .... what effect might that have on the individual's persona?

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: I would like to sedate her as soon as we can get her out of there.  We can then transport her to the ship.

SO_Intrim says:
*CO* I have sent the data on the planet to your chair and to the CSO's Station

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO: Will she be able to breathe in our atmosphere?

CSO_Masters says:
CO: Captain, the vessel is at least 500 years old and is constructed from a strong unknown metal

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Disorientation, we don't know how much the world has changed since they were initially put in stasis

CO_Pang says:
*MO Grey*  How is Mr. Urk?

OPS_Jean says:
CO : :: Transmitting results to CO's console ::

Cns_Moore says:
::trying to keep his eyes open:: CO: May I? ::pointing to XO's seat::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, I have that the only meaning I can get from those signs

CO_Pang says:
<Grey>*CO* He is feverish ... and I am isolating him .... Bolian's can have tricky body chemistry, but I have reduced the fever - I will keep you advised

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: We are attempting to bring the life form out of stasis, I will keep you advised, Bolitho out

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO*: I have transmitted the data I have on the Planet to your and the CO's Consoles

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  Sit please ... you look exhausted ....

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Acknowledged

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: Most likely.  She will need to be on a machine until her lungs get moving again.  Her internal organs need to "reboot" themselves.  Get the blood flowing.

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Clean out the transporter buffers

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Just a suggestion

Cns_Moore says:
::sits::

CSO_Masters says:
::looks over planet data::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain , The AT is trying to get the life form out of stasis

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  Agreed ... can you assist in that?  We are short in engineering just now ....

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO: ok lets bring her out of stasis, any idea's other than a tin opener?

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Acknowledged .... you have them on lock still I hope?

CSO_Masters says:
::attempts to adjust sensor sweeps to compensate for the asteroids interference::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Engineering was never my forte but this shouldn't be too hard

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Maintaining a constant link with the AT, Captain.

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Anything from Starfleet to help us with the symbols?

Cns_Moore says:
::pulls up Engineering on XO's console::

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: A Laser scalpel might do the trick but we might be able to activate it automatically.

Cns_Moore says:
::clears the transporter buffers::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, Should I slave tactical command to my console ?

OPS_Jean says:
CO : not yet Captain

CO_Pang says:
COM CEO:  Mr. Bolitho .... it maybe that touching symbols caused things to change .... have you experimented with the symbols on the 'coffin'?

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* there is life on the planet, average mean temp is approx. 25 C

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::moves across to the console that Urk and the CMO touched earlier:: CMO: yes that’s what I thought ::runs hand lightly over the symbols::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Yes please .... Mr. M'toc is late for duty and TO Brown could use a rest

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Tried that now Captain

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Have you put out a cultural observation probe?

OPS_Jean says:
COM : SFC : :: Transmitting updated version of the symbols ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Accessing CTO Command codes ::

CMO_Viper says:
@::reaches out and puts hands on symbols::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Level 4 diagnostic on Tactical systems ::

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  We have complete scans of the interior of the object .... but no probe sent to the planet yet ... a good idea ....

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A light shimmers across the room in the vessel, and a ghost image of a console appears, flickering briefly

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I recommend sending a class 4 probe 

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Identify the lifeforms

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The console fades and disappears as Bolitho moves his hands away from the wall

CO_Pang says:
OPS/CNS:  Work together .... we are also looking for minerals ....

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO : we have something here ::touches tentatively a few symbols on the console that just lighted up::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: The new OPS manager is a sharp one eh  Kay Lee? ::whispers::

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : Counsellor, preliminary scans of the planet revealed no life signs

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* I need a higher resolution on the LRS bank ,er, ::checks :: 17 Beta

CMO_Viper says:
@::reaches in and touches wall again::

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: A probe is advisable

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : I recommend launching a type 4 probe

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: We've done this two times but it isn't staying.

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : but a later AT could be advisable

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The console flickers into visibility again

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Prepare it, send it cloaked and appropriately shielded for the asteroids

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::as the console flickers in Bolitho randomly pushes on a few symbols on the console::

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : Aye aye sir

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: There we go.  I'll keep my hands here.  Check the console.

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: A probe for now. An AT can wait.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The console stabilizes and solidifies

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Call me paranoid but for all we know this vessel is a trap

CO_Pang says:
::watches the work going on around her .....:: CNS:  Well, if so .... who is doing the trapping?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO: monitor the life form

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* What I can tell you as of now is that is Humanoid and air breathing ...give me a few and I will organise the data and send it up to you

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing configuration - Initialising programs - Clocked ON ::

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Advise me when the probe is ready

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::looks on trying to id some of the symbols, shrugs and presses a few of them hoping for the desired action::

CMO_Viper says:
@::sets tricorder on continuous scan::

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : Counsellor, the probe is ready for launch

CSO_Masters says:
*SO*: Good

CO_Pang says:
COM: CEO:  How are you doing Richard?

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* You should be receiving it now

Cns_Moore says:
CO: The people populating the planet. This may be a trap to ward off visitors. Maybe they like their privacy

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Trying to read ancient Egyptian Captain ::grins::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Ready to launch the probe on your mark

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  As yet we have no firm information that the planet has a population

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: Do we know if these people have warp technology?

CO_Pang says:
CNS/OPS: Launch when ready

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : I'm standing by

CSO_Masters says:
::stares at the data:: himself: ALLRIGHTY THEN

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO :: Transmitting preliminary results to AT ::

CO_Pang says:
::notices the CSO make a doubletake:: CSO: You have something?

Cns_Moore says:
CO: For all we know that is part of the game Captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::presses a few more buttons on the console::

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Launch the probe

CO_Pang says:
CNS: Craig - I know you are tired, but we have seen nothing to suggest entrapment here ... as yet

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A humming noise emanates from the stasis chamber

CSO_Masters says:
CO: Still looking sir

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : :: Launching :: She's away sir

CMO_Viper says:
@::checks tricorder::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Monitoring probe progress - Transmitting data to CSO Console ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  On the vessel, life support systems start coming to life as Bolitho punches buttons

Dyadra says:
@::waking up and dressed looking religious but appears groggy then looks at the CMO:: CMO: ~~~You are the only telepathic being here.  Who are you? ~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO: warp technology may be possible with what I have seen so far of this technology:: gets a little startled by the humming noise, scans the coffin like object::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Level 4 diagnostic on Tactical systems ::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, I’m starting to pick up life signs coming from the Object

CO_Pang says:
::notes increase in power levels in the craft:: COM :CEO: What have you started ... we are showing increased power levels over there?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@:monitors the environment notices that life support systems of this vessels are coming on line::

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: It is speaking to me.  Telepathically.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining Comms link ::

CSO_Masters says:
CO: The life signs from the coffin object are getting stronger

CO_Pang says:
FCO:  What do you think .... seems the ship is more alive than we thought?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@CMO: Monitor the life form and ...huh what she saying?

CMO_Viper says:
@Alien:~~~What is you name?~~~

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : Counsellor, the probe as achieved standard orbit

CO_Pang says:
CSO: So I see ....analysis?

Dyadra says:
@CMO:~~~I am Dyadra.  What do you want?~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Captain it looks like we found life support systems, they are busy powering up

FCO_Mallory says:
CO: I'm just amazed it's lasted so long out here with no power...

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra: ~~~We are explorers.~~~

CO_Pang says:
FCO:  How long do you think ....?

FCO_Mallory says:
CO it should have been smacked to pieces by now..   this is strange

Dyadra says:
@CMO: ~~~Where are you going?~~~

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* I am now receiving finer detail about the flora and Fauna of the planet

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya it looks like the CMO is in telepathic contact with the life form in the stasis chamber, stand by

CO_Pang says:
COM: CEO:  You have someone alive in that box?  Should we bring you all back?

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: Her name is Dyadra.

FCO_Mallory says:
CO: I don’t know,..  law of averages say about 4 days before it gets smashed by an asteroid, maximum....

CSO_Masters says:
*SO*: Good, run it by our database and see what it could be related to

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* Aye , Sir

OPS_Jean says:
:: receiving results from Starfleet Command ::

CO_Pang says:
FCO: Any analysis of the age of the craft would be useful ... get on it when you are not too busy dodging asteroids ::grins::

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra: ~~~No where.  We are here because we picked up lifesigns aboard this ship.~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya Captain the inhabitant's name is Dyadra, as for a emergency beam-out I don't believe it to be necessary

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, The decoding is non conclusive

Dyadra says:
@CMO:  ::climbs out of cryo tube::  ~~~Who do you trust, and who do you serve?~~~

CO_Pang says:
COM: CEO:  Then we have space in the cargo bay for the ship and the person ....

OPS_Jean says:
:: Receiving data from the PROBE - Transmitting to CSO Console ::

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* Preliminary results with the data on board the ship indicated their is no known correlation with the data we have, perhaps on a micro-cellular level that may not apply

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Establishing contact now Captain

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra:~~~I am a member of the Federation.  I came on a Starship.  Do you wish to talk to our leader?~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::walks over to Dyadra:: Dyadra : Hello?

Dyadra says:
@ ::clearing throat so she can speak audibly:: AT: I am Dyadra, a hand picked priestess of my people.  Probably the last to survive

CO_Pang says:
OPS: ::shrugs shoulders:: Well then we are on our own I guess .... have you arranged space in the cargo bay should we wish to take the craft aboard?

CSO_Masters says:
::sighs: allrighty then.... SO: upload all the new readings to the Starfleet database

OPS_Jean says:
CO ; Not yet Captain, Should I prepare for it's transport ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@Dyadra: We found your vessel drifting in space and you in stasis, do you require any medical attention?

FCO_Mallory says:
::Scans for incoming asteroids and sets up an early-warner linked to him commbadge::

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* Aye , Sir , shall I log a request that the data be cross checked against their database ?

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Do so ... I will wait on the CEO though

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Anything that will tell us if we know any biological cousins of this place

Dyadra says:
@CEO: I believe I am fine.  Have you found any other sleep ships like this one?  ::peering into the aliens mind

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye Captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
@<whispers> CMO: scan her bio signs thoroughly, I want to know what we are dealing with here

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* Aye. sir

FCO_Mallory says:
::Walks to a near-by view port and starts a visual sweep, 'zooming in' or possible places of interest::

CMO_Viper says:
@::pulls out tricorder and begins scan of Dyadra::

SO_Intrim says:
*OPS* I will require a high-speed data connection with Vulcan in approximately three minutes

Dyadra says:
@AT: I am the last of my race.  For millennia I have drifted here, asleep in the darkness of space.  A long time ago my world suffered a great fate.

FCO_Mallory says:
::Starts checking the engines, looking for signs of recent use

CO_Pang says:
COM: CEO: I think, if you have a person aboard .... I should meet her .... do you suggest I join you or I bring you all back here?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@Dyadra we ::points to Matt and himself:: belong to the a group know as the United Federation of Planets we are explorers

SO_Intrim says:
::types up note and packs it with data to be burst ::

CO_Pang says:
::frets at not being able to be with the AT::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, If I may, Since the object is made of an unknown compound I can’t guarantee how it will behave to transport... I suggest we use the tractor beam to bring it inside the shuttle bay

FCO_Mallory says:
Ops: can we release some UV rays at the ship?  high frequency, please

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Acknowledges Captain, I will see if we can bring her over to the Seleya. Dyadra: our vessel’s commander wishes to meet with you, so you wish to meet our leader?

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Noted .... but the transport to the craft worked ....

Dyadra says:
@CEO: Explorers... we were once explorers like yourselves until the asteroids came and threatened our civilisation.  We chose the best of our people to go out into space and represent the people that once lived and thrived here

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra: How many others were there?

CO_Pang says:
COM: CEO: Answer please!

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : please repeat your inquiry

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Should be ready soon sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya I have requested Dyadra to go over to the Seleya awaiting her response Captain

Dyadra says:
@CMO:  There were several hundred other sleeper-ships like mine sent out in hopes of surviving the asteroids long enough to be found by another race like yourselves

CO_Pang says:
::stands::  Bridge Crew:  I will be in my ready room ... Commander Masters has the bridge ... ::stomps out::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing First contact procedure ::

SO_Intrim says:
*OPS* I will await is completion

Dyadra says:
@CEO: How did you get here to my ship?

FCO_Mallory says:
Ops: I can 'pick up' visual data you cannot see..  ::points to eyes::   eyes that aren’t real do help some times..   but I need a base frequency to use to scan for abnormal reflections, re-refractions and refractions

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, about the Object, transport or tractor beam ?

SO_Intrim says:
::sits back and waits ::

CO_Pang says:
COMM CEO: ::from the Ready Room:: *CEO*  Either you come here or I come there .... your choice!

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : Initiating UV emissions

FCO_Mallory says:
CO: can I suggest we wait 'till I’ve finished this?

OPS_Jean says:
CNS : Counsellor, Should we prepare for the First Contact procedure ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@we have technology that enables us to dematerialise and beam over to your ship, that is how we arrived, Dyadra will you come to our vessel?

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra: Do you have a Main Bridge or Control Station?  I would like to look at any medical files if you have any.

CO_Pang says:
*OPS*  Prepare a beam out .... I wish to meet this person ....

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Aye aye captain

Dyadra says:
@CEO: Yes, I would like to visit your ship but please, bring my ship too.  It has all the history and knowledge of my people in it.

CO_Pang says:
*OPS* Ready Room to the craft .... on my mark ..... but not until

Dyadra says:
@::looking around gracefully::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Situation report

CEO_Bolitho says:
@Dyadra: we will gladly do so! COM: Seleya: We are beaming back aboard Captain, with our mysterious guest

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Take over science for now ensign

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Captain Pang will beam over to your location in few minutes

CO_Pang says:
::dials up some tea for nerve calming::

FCO_Mallory says:
::using the UV set frequency to assess the vehicles usage, age and last use::

SO_Intrim says:
*CSO* Be there in a few Chief

CEO_Bolitho says:
COM: Seleya: OPS; make arrangement to bring this vessel into one of the cargo bays

SO_Intrim says:
::leaves astrometrics::

SO_Intrim says:
TL: Bridge

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra: Do you have a Main Bridge or Control Station?  I would like to look at any medical files if you have any.

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Negative Lt Jean please inform the Captain we are coming back with our guest ::smiles at Dyadra::

SO_Intrim says:
::exits TL onto the bridge and walks to the Science stations ::

CO_Pang says:
::sips tea::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : I can't guarantee transport.. I recommend tractor beam to Shuttle bay 2

Dyadra says:
@CMO: Everything you need is accessible from this room.  There is nothing else to my ship but here.

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: Ready to relieve Chief

CMO_Viper says:
@Dyadra:~~~Thank You~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya ;tractor beam is fine, energise when you are ready, bio filters on the transporters to maximum

CSO_Masters says:
SO: good, continue

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Captain, AT is requesting permission to bring the guest onboard

CO_Pang says:
::controls her impatience .... with difficulty .....::

SO_Intrim says:
::Checks the boards and thinks hmmmm:

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: have you told the CO your surmise ?

Dyadra says:
@::walks over to a console:: CMO This is where you can find all the medical records of my people.

CO_Pang says:
*OPS* Permission granted .... and her craft to the main cargo bay too .... if you have it ready

CMO_Viper says:
@COM: CO: I would like to stay and look over their medical files if you don't mind.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye Captain, But I still can't guarantee transport

Dyadra says:
@CMO:~~~You are welcome.  I'm glad others in the universe have progressed in the mind as we have~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::listens to Dyadra and know the Science boys will be happy with the new toy there about to get::

CO_Pang says:
*OPS*  Then do it the safe way .... let Lt. Bolitho know the craft will be tractored to the main cargo bay ... and do it

CSO_Masters says:
SO: uh no, good thinking ensign, inform her please

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Permission to come onboard granted, ready for transport at your convenience

CSO_Masters says:
::turns::.... alrighty then

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Aye aye captain

SO_Intrim says:
*CO*: Indications are that the person on that vessel is related to those on the planet

OPS_Jean says:
:: Monitoring Probe activity ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Receiving data from the probe ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Acknowledged Dyadra: We are about to go back to our ship, you will feel a slight tingling feeling, its nothing to be scared about

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya's tactical consoles suddenly detect vessels nearing Seleya's vicinity

CO_Pang says:
*SO*: Good ... so there was a civilisation around here ..... keep on it Ensign

OPS_Jean says:
:: HIGH Speed datalink with Vulcan established ::

CMO_Viper says:
@COM: CO:  If you don't mind I would like to stay and look over their medical files.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning for ships ::

FCO_Mallory says:
::spots another vehicle, quickly scans to assess the energy levels::

Dyadra says:
@CEO: This feeling? It will pass?

SO_Intrim says:
*CO* There is also a civilisation on that world

FCO_Mallory says:
Ops: incoming ship

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I have an unknown ship closing in

FCO_Mallory says:
OPS: make that three

CO_Pang says:
COM *CMO*: We are bringing the craft aboard Seleya ..... that way you can work on it for longer

CEO_Bolitho says:
@Dyadra: It will once were we are back on the ship

CMO_Viper says:
@COM: *CO*: Aye captain.

SO_Intrim says:
::Shifts his attention to the new ships ::

CO_Pang says:
*OPS*  Analysis ... and Mr. Masters has bridge control!

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Captain required on bridge

Dyadra says:
@::nods gracefully::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya; three to beam back Energise!

OPS_Jean says:
CO : 3 ships closing in captain

OPS_Jean says:
*CO*; # ships closing in

SO_Intrim says:
*CO* the vessels seem to be of similar construction to the craft we have been investigating, but they seem to have regressed in technology

CMO_Viper says:
@::picks up more lifesigns::

FCO_Mallory says:
Ops: they're using low-level scanners....

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Hail the ships

CO_Pang says:
*CSO*  Commander ... Lt Jean says I am required?   You confirm?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Ships are from unknown provenance

FCO_Mallory says:
Ops: I don’t think they got us yet  ::goes back to helm console

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya; three to beam back Energise!

Cns_Moore says:
Masters: I think only the lead ship is necessary

OPS_Jean says:
COM : SHIPS : ::HAIL ::

Dyadra says:
@::waiting for the tingling sensation::

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* negative, but we have detected 3 ships

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Please standby for transport ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Lowering shields ::

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: From what I see of the readings, I think they may be from that planet, they seem to have lost technology at some time in the past

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Seleya's hail is received by the three ships, who come to an all stop, and wait........

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : :: Energising ::

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* I have every confidence in you .... just make sure we get the craft and the lifeform onto Seleya .... as I instructed

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Materialising 

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya detects that the vessels are scanning them........

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Are those ships the same as the other one?

OPS_Jean says:
:: TRANSPORTING OBJECT TO MAIN CARGO BAY ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Materialising aboard the Seleya, lets out a sigh of relief::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Raising shields ::

Dyadra says:
::looking a little shocked and surprised:: CEO: That was an amazing experience!  ::regaining her nobility::

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: they are similar, but of less advanced design

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Raise shields, yellow alert

CMO_Viper says:
::materialises aboard Seleya::

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: We are being scanned

CEO_Bolitho says:
Dyadra: how are you feeling?

OPS_Jean says:
:: YELLOW ALERT ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The vessels resume flight, on a course which brings them nearer to Seleya

CEO_Bolitho says:
::takes off EVA helmet and gloves::

FCO_Mallory  (Yellow.wav)

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Active scan on the lead ship

Dyadra says:
CEO:  I feel like nothing has changed but here I am in a new surroundings

CMO_Viper says:
Dyadra:~~~How are you?~~~

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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